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OVE RVI E W

ALE X A Alexa tracks and ranks website traffic,

PitchBook Company Signals provides our clients

country. Similar to Compete, Alexa rank is displayed

with a meaningful way way to evaluate the traction

on the signals tab, however we use Compete’s data

and growth of private companies using web

to calculate Growth Rate and Size Multiple. More

presence and social reach data.

info: alexa.com

relative to all other sites on the web globally by

By combining PB Signals with our top-quality
funding, valuations and investor details, our clients
have a better understanding of the strength of an

IN

emerging company.

NON-FINANCIAL
I N D I C AT O R S ?
Signals include:
• Daily Facebook Likes

WHY ARE WE DOING
THIS?

• Daily Twitter followers
• Monthly unique visitors to a company’s website

Over the last few years, venture investors and

• Daily Majestic referring domains

TE

others have looked to non-financial metrics to

measure private company growth, such as social

• Daily Alexa ranking

media. When our clients also started to request this

Since July 2014, we’ve been tracking these signals

data, we added it to our product roadmap.

Our research and technology teams spent several
months thoughtfully collecting company signals

individually and also aggregating them into

summary measurements - Growth Rate and Size
Multiples.

data and integrating it intuitively.

R

W H AT A R E P B S I G N A L S ?
Signals are non-financial indicators used to

active private companies within the platform.

P O P U L ATIO N the entire pool of 160,000+

N

calculate the traction and growth of 160,000+

D E F I N I T I O N S YO U
SHOU LD KNOW
companies from which our signals measurements
are drawn.

(OT H E R T H A N FAC E B O O K A N D T W I T T E R)
CO M P E TE Compete is a company that tracks
consumer behavior data and browsing insights.
PB uses their data to measure unique visitors of a
company’s website. More info: compete.com
MA J E STI C Majestic surveys and maps the Internet
to create the “largest commercial link intelligence
database in the world.” This map is used to manage
and measure online prominence. We use their data
to track referring domains (similar what Google
uses in its PageRank algorithm). More info: majestic.
com

P E RCE NTI LE is a measure out of 100 of a

company’s standing within the population

AL

W H E R E I S T H I S D ATA
COMING FROM?

G ROW TH R ATE is a weekly measure of the

growth of a company’s signals. This is calculated by

averaging a company’s weekly web growth rate and
weekly social growth rate

WE B & SOCIAL G ROW TH R ATE S are calculated
by averaging daily percent growth of each
individual signal.

FACE BOO K & T WIT TE R G ROW TH R ATE S are
averaged with the previous eight weeks’ averages.
We calculate it this way to prevent random
anomolies from skewing the data.
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ex - a controversial event causes a sharp
increase in social followers

Mattermark provides their own company growth

S IZ E M U LTI P LE measures the size of a company’s

and mindshare scores calculated by using

signals. This is calculated by averaging the web and

undisclosed ‘black box’ algorithms. They use these

social multiples.

to predict which companies they think will succeed.

WE B & SOCIAL M U LTI P LE S are calculated by

WE AK N E SS MatterMark’s unclear methodology

averaging each metric and dividing them by the total

means their scores lack transparency and context.

population’s median for each respective metric.

It’s difficult to understand why a company received

IN

their score and how that score compares to others.

U N IQ U E VI S ITO RS The number of individual

Does a high score indicate current growth or future

visitors to a company’s website in a given month

promise??? (shrug)

R E F E R R I N G DO MAI N S The number of websites

WH Y P B I S B E T TE R Rather than a standalone

that link to a company’s website

number, PB signals are expressed as a percentile
and size multiple which takes into account the

TE

larger context. Furthermore, the transparency of

KEY COMPETITIVE
A D VA N TA G E S

our methodology means our clients can decide
for themselves the perceived importance of each

B U I LT B ECAU S E WE CAR E PB Signals was built

metric.

in response to our clients’ request for a meaningful
way to evaluate emerging companies using nonfinancial data.

Their Company Mosaic Grade tracks performance

TR AN S PAR E N CY PB Company Signals are free

R

metrics separately and weights them into a total

of fancy secret formulas and ambiguous company
“scores.” Instead, we provide complete access to

the data behind our calculations so our clients can

B E T TE R TOG E TH E R By combining PB Signals
with our top-quality funding, valuations and

media chatter and media activity.

WE AK N E SS CB Insights unclear methodology

N

decide for themselves the true importance of each
signal.

score. The scope of their data includes web traffic,

SEO, mobile download rank, hiring activity, social

means their scores lack transparency and context.

WH Y P B I S B E T TE R PB Signals tracks the
granular data and aggregates it into a multiple and
percentile ranking. Thus PitchBook shows the raw,

more comprehensive and powerful evaluations of

absolute growth as well as the growth compared

emerging companies.

to the total population – a metric that would be

AL

investor details, our clients are able to conduct

impossible for an analyst to calculate otherwise.

C O M P E T I T O R A N A LY S I S
As always, our main selling point is our
comprehensive and reliable data on funds,

DataFox calculates several scores (Finance, HR,

investors, companies, deals and service providers

quality score) to show “upside potential” and

across M&A, PE and VC landscapes. The following

strength expressed in a number range of 0 – 100.

addresses our competitors only as they relate to our

WE AK N E SS We know DataFox’s secret algorithm

new PB Signals feature.

utilizes 20+ metrics but that’s about it. It doesn’t
provide any specification on how it is calculated.
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DataFox has created other algorithms and scores

year two or four. With PB Signals, Limited Partners

using similar mining processes that have since been

have another way to measure a venture investor’s

abandoned due to inaccuracies.

performance by evaluating the signals of their

WH Y P B I S B E T TE R PB Signals are expressed as

specific investments.

a percentile and size multiple, providing context to
the numbers rather than just a standalone score.
We tell you exactly what goes into our signals.
Using this, our clients can decide for themselves the

IN

importance of each metric.

In writing and speaking, please use the full name of
PitchBook Company Signals in first reference.

A FEW USE CASES

After that, use PitchBook Company Signals, PB

D E AL SO U RCI N G (VCs, Corp Dev, Corp Venture,

Angels) Find companies likely to be fundraising

Company Signals and PB Signals interchangeably.
A “signal” as one of the granular data points (ie # of

TE

soon with high growth rates that match your firm’s
investment criteria

I N D U STRY R E S E ARCH (Everybody) Build a group

of similar companies and use PB funding data to see

who has (or doesn’t have) backers; use PB Signals to
understand who is winning, who is moving and who
is losing.

GENERAL
HOUSEKEEPING

Twitter followers) is not capitalized.
ALWAYS CAPITALIZE:
PitchBook Company Signals
PB Signals

Growth Rate
Size Multiple

R

Facebook Like

CO M PAN Y P ROS P EC TI N G (SPs, Corp sales)

Twitter *

Discover rapidly-growing, small and medium-sized

Majestic

companies flying under the radar and in need of

Compete

your services.

*don’t capitalize “followers”

N

CO M P S ANALYS I S (Investors, Companies,

Advisors) Find companies of similar size and growth
rates and use the private comps tool to analyze
private company pricing and valuations.

save searches to track the types of companies
you’re interested in; set an alert to notify you any
time a new company matches that criteria.
Ex: show me all companies in the mobile game space that
have crossed 500 twitter followers.

E VALUATI N G G P S (Limited Partners) the average

AL

R E AL-TI M E TR ACK I N G (Everybody) Set up and

venture investment takes six to seven years to
fully mature and reach exit, making it difficult to
understand a general partner’s performance at
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M O R E FAQ

Q: After examining a company’s growth in PB Signals,

Q: How far back does the data go?

investment” or not?

A: It depends on what kind of data. Facebook and

A: That’s up to the user to decide. Unlike our

how do users determine if that company is a “good

Twitter pull values on a daily basis, but we pull web

competitors, we’re completely agnostic about this

traffic and referring domain historically, so we have

data and we aren’t trying to steer investors in one
direction or the other. Our approach is to give them
the data they need to draw their own conclusions.

a one-off report for specific requests for unique

This approach also provides a better way to

visitor and referring domain, if necessary.

prioritize search by the various signals.

IN

a longer look-back period. For all four data sets,
we have data from as early as July 2014. We can do

Q: Are the signals refreshed daily?

Q: Our promotional video says we have data on

A: We pull the data on a daily basis, but the system

170,000+ new companies. Are they all angel-backed?

isn’t refreshed on the front end until the weekend.
A: Those companies are pulled from CrunchBase,
which will be easily discernable in the platform

TE

Q: Do we plan to include new metrics in future versions
of PitchBook Signals?

because a CrunchBase logo will be visible. Some

of those companies haven’t received any funding

A: Yes, eventually. We built PitchBook Signals to be

whatsoever. To be included in PB Signals, they have

flexible as we anticipate incorporating additional

to meet our specific tracking criteria. (Companies

signals. We’ll let you know exactly what those

have to be privately held (PE or VC), publically

signals are when V2 is ready to launch.

held, in IPO registration status, or an operating

subsidiary. Company signals will be tracked

the time period for growth rate?

R

Q: When running searches, can you manually adjust

regardless of their financing status.

Q: Our promotional video also says we have

A: No, at this time you can’t adjust the time period

information on 8,000+ new angel investors. Do these

manually.

all come from CrunchBase, too?

Why not another provider?

N

Q: Why are we using Alexa, Majestic, and Compete?

A: These 8,000 new profiles were sourced from
CrunchBase and feature other information we’ve
secured our own methodologies. We’re diligently

A: There are other providers out there, but after
providers are not only the industry standard,

researching these on a daily basis to add a level of

AL

lots of due diligence, we determined that these

quality and depth that CrunchBase doesn’t have.
Once they’re researched by our secondary team,

but also simply the best for what we’re trying to

these profiles belong to us and will no longer be

accomplish.

considered “CrunchBase.”

Q: What’s the standard time frame to track a company’s

Q: Will we only offer company signals data if all four

growth?

types of signals are available?

A: The most useful window is to examine a

A: No, we’ll provide whatever information we can

company’s growth activity in the past 8 weeks.

get. For example, if a company has Twitter but no
Facebook page, we’ll still offer the Twitter data.
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Q: If CrunchBase reports that a company received

Q: Can we download signals data to Excel?

financing, will that information show up in PB, even if
we aren’t able to confirm it through other sources?

A: Sort of. Right now you can add signals data as a
column in search results and then export to excel.

A: Prior to our scrubbing process, the information

However you can’t export signals data from an

will only appear as a CrunchBase profile. Once

individual company profile.

we’ve validated the information, we’ll make sure the
financing is accurately entered and tagged.

Q: If a client or prospective client wants to know more

IN

about how PB Signals works, who can facilitate their

Q: Why didn’t we call the data points something other
than Compete and Majestic? What if people have never
heard of those companies?

request for information?
A: Nate Vail and Kevin Luo are your guys

A: Anyone at PitchBook who is client- or prospectfacing needs to be able to explain Compete,

TE

Majestic, and Alexa. This is a golden opportunity to
blow their minds with new information!

I F Y O U H AV E M O R E
QUESTIONS...
Kristen Bashaw – Knowledge Development

Q: Can I modify the group of companies being

Lauren Pardee – Knowledge Development

compared in PB Signals?

Tyler Martinez – Product Manager - Data

A: Yes. The group of companies is established by

Nate Vail – Junior Product Manager

your search criteria, so modifying the group is

R

simply a matter of modifying your search.

Kevin Luo – QA for PB Signals project

Q: Is there a way to compare growth rates relative to

A: Yes, that’s exactly what PB Signals is doing.
Our current version offers enough information
to understand how a company ranks among its

peers simply by running a targeted search. We can
break companies out by industry, but we can’t run
instantaneous analytics on it yet.

Q: Wouldn’t it be better to track a company’s historical
growth since its inception? What if it’s been around for
10+ years?
A: While that might be an interesting thing to

AL

N

other companies in their peer group?

examine, it isn’t in line with the purpose of PB
Signals, which is to indicate recent growth in earlystage companies. Historical data is not a good
indicator of recent growth.
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